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ABSTRACT

Green software engineering is an important view of software engineering process in the current century. Previously, software engineers concerned mainly with development of hardware or software without giving more importance to sustainability. The field of green software and green software engineering is still young. Thus, in modern society, researches efforts are mainly focused on green and sustainable software engineering itself. The development of sustainable software has been identified as one of the key challenges in the field of computational science and software engineering and also there is no clear idea regarding how to accomplish the Green and sustainability in Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) stage. However, the aim of this study is the adjustments in the current SDLC and presented sustainable SDLC. In order to access the goal, the study firstly is used Standard Software development process method which is Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) to institutionalization the model. Next, the research is used survey sample population is selected equal with 102 respondents that is Non-probability or not randomly obtained from international software organizations in Malaysia to identify main stages of the Green Software Development Life Cycle and finally is investigated based on that.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Today and in almost our daily life, software is played main role and society is confronting the regularly expanding deficiency of non-inexhaustible resources and the limits to development [1,2]. At the same time, the Information Communication and Technology (ICT) utilization distributes essentially to the use of our resource of planet [1]. ICT bears a much of potential in all wide range of various application fields to enhancing sustainability. Software engineering study has put sustainability on its emergency issue. Sustainability is currently a ubiquitous term in calls for research proposals and conference sessions. For instance, "Sustainable Software for a Sustainable World" was the greatest subject of the software engineering conference in 2011. Nevertheless, particularly in Software Development (SD), it has long term effect on studies and activities [3]. However, in literature, there is no overview of the current state of the art in supporting sustainability in software engineering research and practice. Sustainable software development is a principle and a going with set of activities that give ability a group to maintain and accomplish an ideal improvement area inconclusively [4].

According to current research by Raisian et al. [5] recognized recent issues in green software engineering and examine the aspect of sustainable and create green software product to explain a conceptual model of sustainable software engineering product to wind up even greener. Consequently, this study recommends a technique to incorporate sustainability in product life cycle.

As indicated by Murugesan [6], the field of green computing is the review and practice of designing, assembling, utilizing and disposing of PCs, servers, and also, related subsystems, for example, printers, screens, storage devices, communications and networking systems with effectively and efficiently
by lower or no environment affect. It is about ecologically friendly utilization of PCs and related technologies. The researchers utilize the same identification for the idea of green and sustainable software. In this way they characterize green and sustainable software as ‘software, whose immediate and circuitous negative effects on economy, society, people, and environment that outcome from advancement organization, and use of the software are insignificant and/or which positively affects sustainable development [7]. They consider that immediate effects are identified with resource and power consumption amid the creation and utilization of software, when marginal effects will impacts the software product use, together with different procedures and long haul systemic impacts.

Naumann et al. [7] presented that the distinctive viewpoints swinging to the dimensions of green software engineering are contained in the GREENSOFT model. The GREENSOFT model is an applied reference model that backings IT experts and software clients in the sustainable improvement and utilization of software. It comprises of four sections such as the software products life cycle, criteria and measurements, process models and instruments. The methodology models analyze the improvement, acquiring, organization and software use. Penzenstadler et al. [8] proposed a broadened assortment of knowledge for sustainable software engineering that incorporates related application areas and sustainability ideas from related controls that scientists can gain from when further exploring Sustainability in software engineering.

According to the GREENSOFT model by Naumann et al. [7], Mahmoud and Ahmad [9] show a comprehensive SDLC for eco-friendly in software engineering that called the green and sustainable software life cycle. This model is including two level model that comprises in the primary level of a software product engineering process and in the next level of a categorization of tools that can assets and to distinguish how software has effect on resource consumption and energy.

Shenoy and Eeratta [10] introduced other viewpoint of a green software development model. They consider the entire software life cycle and furthermore give recommendations in order to software simply development stages. Kaefer [11] likewise presents calculated and building issues concerning energy consumption of software and concept for fusing issues of energy efficiency into software activities. Researchers particularly provide to requirement engineering [12, 13, 14]. Others take an energy-efficient software design during concentrating on software engineering in the Web knowledge [15, 16]. A few techniques and standards to decrease the websites energy consumption [17, 18]. Shaw et al. [19] recognized that the development of complex software system can greatly benefit by the various life-cycle views and they mentioned there are different perspective of in Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC). Stakeholders of system have different interest and views. The example process and lifecycle model is based upon (International Organization for Standardization [20]), IEEE-SA (“Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Standards Association [21]), (International Organization for Standardization, [22]), ISO 12207 [23] and ISO 14040 [24].

Dick and Naumann [17] presented the consequences of a serval of master interviews that frame the fundamental for a Sustainable Software process meaning and by and generally in entire life cycle process model to Sustainable and Green Software Engineering and furthermore six solid cases of this model for experts. It is proposed to support starting points to exercises that prompt software that are improved, provisioned and utilized with concern on sustainability issues. Patel et al. [25] recommended that the architectural part perspective in life cycle of software development and its function to get it life cycle design, furthermore characterizes the recently included stage in architectural perspective and the related outcome. This perspective might clear to be procedures from the view of individual partners. Whenever orchestrated, they shape an intelligent perspective of the whole software life cycle.

Based on latest research and specially our review research which was current challenges of green and sustainable software engineering So far not many studies have been led on the development phase of sustainable software independently. However, it is important to investigate the significance of sustainable software development life cycle process and green software engineering and applied model. The novelty of the study is how and which standard software development methodology can be suitable to accomplish the Green and sustainability in software SDLC Process. The other sections of this paper are organized as follows: Section two presents CMMI and its levels to clear and adoption to study goal. Section three describes the Sustainable SDLC and each phase and section four presents conceptual research model. The methodology and analysis of sustainable SDLC...
model are presented in section five and section six explains around discussion and conclusion for this study.

2 CAPABILITY MATURITY MODEL INTEGRATION (CMMI)

The Capability Maturity Model (CMM) is a methodology utilized to refine and develop software development process in organizations [26]. According to Morales et al. [27], the Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) was created by the SEI (Software Engineering Institute), a body founded by the United States Department of Defense and Carnegie Mellon University in order to unite the large number of models created by SEI and other organizations throughout the years and especially in software development. Because of the importance of this model worldwide, CMMI is described based on its basic structure and the levels that make it up. A maturity model, is a structured collection of elements that describe characteristics of effective processes, this model provides among other things a place to start, the advantage of previous experiences of a community and a way of defining what improvement means for your organization, and can primarily be used as a benchmark to evaluate organizations [28]. However, Capability Maturity Model (CMM) is a reference model of mature practices in a specified discipline, used to improve and value a group's ability to perform that discipline. Implementing the CMMI model in an organization brings multiple benefits for both the product offered and the organization as such increase productivity, reduce the cost and improve quality, achieve customer satisfaction, increase the return on investment and increase the morale of workers.

CMMI consists of a structure divided into 5 Levels called Maturity, which show the improvements obtained between one level and another. A Level of Maturity: the level of performance that can be expected from an organization. Areas of Process: it is what is composed each level of maturity and consists of a set of practices made in teams to achieve a goal. Practices: it is what makes up the objectives and these are specific tasks that are performed in the process area to achieve an objective, these practices are divided into two types, the specific ones that are related to specific objectives and the generic ones that are Those related to generic objectives for institutionalization [29]. The CMMI conforms to 5 levels of maturity as previously mentioned, these levels are Initial, Repeatable, Defined, Managed and Optimized [27]. Each level describes as follow:

2.1 Level 1. Initial (Basic Project Management)

In this level Company has no standard process for software development. Procedures are normally impromptu and disordered. The organization ordinarily does not give a steady domain. Accomplishment in these organizations relies on upon the fitness and heroics of the general population in the organization and not on the utilization of demonstrated procedures [26]. What’s more, organizations regularly deliver items and administrations that work. Hence, they frequently assault the financial cost and plan of their projects.

2.2 Level 2.- Repeatable (Standardized Processes)

Organization has installed fundamental software administration procedures and controls. but there is no consistency or coordination among various groups.

This level is a level that costs a lot of work to companies and sometimes there is loss of workers. This level basically consists of seven areas of process that will contribute to project the effectiveness of the management such as manage the requirements, project planning, supervision and control of the project, management of agreements with the supplier, measurement and analysis, ensure process and product quality and configuration management [27].

2.3 Level 3.- Defined (Proc. Analyzed And Measured)

This level is characterized by its organization, because in the whole organization is involved in the efficient process of the software project, these processes are standardized and documented in a more rigorous way [26]. Among these standardized processes, find the process of software development that is integrated by all that are the processes of software engineering and the management of software projects, in this way the organization lays the groundwork for future continuous progress. The process defined is qualitative, that is, there is little data to indicate how much is produced and how effective the process is, because it does not have a standard that directly establishes the steps to follow and the elements that must be measured in the realization of a project.
This level has the so-called key areas, which are engineering, process management, project management and support. In engineering find the development of requirements: customer, product and product component, technical solutions: design, development and implementation and finally product integration: ensure product integration, verification and validation

In Process Management have a process approach in organization: approach to the organization towards process management; A definition of processes in organization: correct definition of the processes of the organization; And training and education: education and training to improve efficiency and effectiveness. In Project Management find an integrated management of projects = (process + products), so-called risk management and integrated management of suppliers, with a team for integrated development. In the Support, an analysis and resolution of the decisions must be carried out: systematic analysis and implementation of the decisions agreed in an adequate organizational environment for the integrated development of the product and the process [27].

2.4 Level 4.- Managed (Continuous Improvement Of Processes)

At this level, projects are managed, organizational decisions are made and a measurement of processes, services and product quality is made. mainly at this level is to carry out which are Organizational development process, Quantitative project management. At this level, it is very important to use automated tools to manage information and have experience in collecting data. It is also necessary to participate committed to the top management, have a degree of experience, a large staff and a successive refinement, thus obtaining with the aforementioned, the step to level 4, which is not easy and often results are not obtained Expected [27].

2.5 Level 5.- Optimized

Organization has fulfilled the majority of the above and can now start to see designs in execution after some time, so it can change its procedures keeping in mind the end goal to enhance productivity and diminish absconds in software development over the whole company (ISTQB, 2013)[26]. Primarily at this level it is intended to improve the quality of the organization's processes, but in order to achieve this improvement, it is necessary to identify the causes of the variation, determine the root cause of the identified conditions, test the process improvements, Incorporate improvements and corrective actions into the standard processes of the organization. Its objective is the selection and deployment of incremental and innovative improvements that improve the processes and technologies of the organization [27].

3 SUSTAINABLE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE (SDLC) PHASES

The Sustainable and Green Software Development life cycle Phases

tries to refine the distinctive stage of Software development based on the Standard Software development process which is CMMI, by presenting an arrangement of recommendations that can be followed in each of the stages specifically requirement and gathering, design, coding, testing and implementation.

3.1 Requirement Engineering Perspective

Collection the requirement in process of software development is an essential viewpoint for software advancement organizations. It is including deduction, examining, recording and keeping up the intricate arrangement of prerequisites for a software system [30].

In the Requirements Collection stage, it is important to consider the software useful life. The useful life of software is period amid which the product serves the society to reach a specific objective. On the other hand, it causes assist to improve the software product which it could keep running specially on current legacy hardware and keeps away from hardware disposal. Moreover, the Requirements collection process ought to likewise contain devices switch off, screens or working in low power mode when not being used.

Based on Mohankumar and Anand [31], this will assist to system in order to decrease pointless power consumption. In this procedure, anything may turn out badly or requirement may not be gathered according to the client particular, this it will make a significant issue in future and this may influence the sustainability dimension in software such as economy, social and environment.

Requirement gathering is a vital function, when one gathering the requirement that time itself one need to guarantee about software sustainability, although it is functional or nonfunctional
requirement. In the event that one gathered the requirement according to Green and Sustainability based then one can give a mark for that activity process. This procedure is proportional to the CMMI procedure of the Initial level as first stage.

3.2 Design

The second essential stage of the SDLC stage in view of the requirement gathered from the client organizations that need to make a model design to demonstrate the client. In the Design stage, the essential objective ought to be to reach simple design [25]. The system design must be made as straightforward as could be allowed [32]. The stakeholder has to have ability to find the design effectively without much clarification. Dull change in design can demonstrate costly as far as exertion, based on environment friendly not be considered and resources utilized as a part of all different stages of software development life cycle [5.8].

Penzenstadler [8] presented design pattern is a general reusable answer in order to usually happening issue for the process of software design in software engineering. Larsson [33] showed the considerations on sustainability and Green in the design process. Mahmoud [9] investigated that a solution environmental issues with the utilization of virtualization with Green. Nevertheless, the utilization of virtualization with Green additionally brings up many research oriented questions for future examination. Software technology designers are in charge of the long-term outcomes of design of software. There is a discernment that sustainability is different disciplines of research and efforts with few characterized associations with software whereas sustainability is an unavoidable worry that converts into teach particular inquiries in every fields it applies [34]. Programmers have to write efficient algorithms through writing a reduced outline design of data and codes. Structure is according to the architecture of the hardware, programming language and application, however optimization originates from just through work experience. Business plans redesigning and processes of business based on the standards of adequacy rather than expanding port and resources decoupling economic development [30]. If based on per level of sustainability, a created design is satisfied, then one need to give the second mark for that organizations. It is comparable to the repeatable procedure through the system design, database, Database executive, architecture the developer and architect they require to work for this procedure

need to meet the consumer loyalty level. In the event that they fulfilled in the purpose of Green and Sustainability condition here the designer, Database executive and architect need to give more focus for execution of the database, application efficiency and speed of server.

3.3 Coding

Coding is the most critical stage in SDLC. The coding technique will contrast from experienced developer to new developer. The experienced developer will create or write a code in improved style, however fresh developer write in their own particular style which is not legitimate enhancement of coding methodology. Hence, one need to consider this viewpoint additionally to develop the coding and the design [31]. This procedure is explained in three perspectives which are function, system, and time horizon. Function with low effect of environment and adequate economic adjust, System is a software development organization and time horizon relies on upon the organization measure and the general span of the undertakings [13]. Being developed process the organization needs to think about energy consumption, energy efficiency and execution according to suitability of coding development.

According to Noureddine et al. [35], the expanding computers using and other devices of electronic for example sensors and smart phones are persistently affecting ones’ general energy consumption. By bringing energy costs up in cell phones and in computer which infers the enhancement and the adjustment of computer system with the perspective both the organizations and the developers actualize the sustainability. The coding has Various style from developer in compare to other developers, if the code is written in upgraded level and furthermore it will consider about the Green and Sustainability approach. Then one will give the third mark to that organization, for keeping up the entire coding as spotless code. The newcomers for that organization also needs ability to follow the explained code.

3.4 Testing

Next stage after design and coding, exercises got over in the sustainable according to SDLC, Testing is critical stage of next essential function. The software system is checked and approved for its accuracy in the testing phase. Unit tests is a noteworthy part in reaching deformity free software at a more granular level. minimize the deformities, minimize the change required in the software
product. Test Automation have to be supported as they diminish manual mistakes. They additionally underline on reutilization of test cases and institutionalize the testing procedure. In the manual testing process, this not just enhances the exactness of testing additionally the productivity and decreases power devoured by extra resources [36].

Resource profiling and execution testing have to likewise be advanced as a required stride in the testing procedure. Otherwise, there might be extra request on, processor, hardware memory and cycles. It might not be capable capacity accurately with legacy or current systems that are lower or average level based on hardware resources [37].

AS Kan [38] investigated that testing processes almost decides the product quality, testing the organization discharged the item with according to the quality of software and afterward one will give the fourth marks for that organization. It is equal to the procedure of CMMI level Managed for this reason after discharging the software, the organization needs to maintain and to deal with the application according to Sustainability and Green approach.

3.5 Implementation

Implementation is last phase of the Sustainable SDLC stage, this stage is an essential stage where the design and requirements are epitomized together to create a system working. The organization is executed the refreshed version or new application should be discharge for maintaining the current application in this stage of activity [5, 39]. Hence, they might discharge to assessment such as Digital Versatile Disk (DVD), Compact Disk(CD) and new client manuals in defining how to utilize the application. When other updating version must be discharged, the organization needs to guarantee what they are do with the old one and for that what are the safety measure measures is executed to keep up that sustainability.

Shenoy and Eeratta [10] mentioned that in the implementation stage, the initial step almost goals at follow the perfect procedures of the software development process in the organization. However, in order to upgrades the quality of the software product, environment friendly or sustainable implementation must likewise be another vital objective. Application Programming Interface (API) that are hardware particular ought to be debilitated for sustainable software implementation utilization. This is on account of the software product implementation is coupled to a specific sort of hardware. The weakness here is that if the hardware is old the software become noticeably pointless. A substitute approach is support constructing a hardware deliberation layer which decouples the software product system from the hardware related complexities. Resource serious API and Programming interfaces and programming builds like utilization of Mutex for synchronization of strings inside a procedure, utilization of settled circles, holding a database association for a long period, maintaining excess duplicates of data and so on have to be also preventd. These API have a tendency to expend extra resources as far as memory, hardware, processor cycles, disk space and so on. This makes the software non-scalable and non-functional with legacy hardware or existing resources. A way to deal with keep away from such circumstance could be to profile the resource devouring API and utilize them wisely. repetitive implementation automation assignments may be considered as essential phase of sustainable implementation since they diminish the time taken to accomplish the errands and dodge manual mistakes beyond what many would consider possible. Automated tools which are automatic code survey tools, automatic code generation tools and so on. Match Programming may also be implemented to diminish the quantity of resources as far as PCs or whatever other resources that should be utilized [40]. These methodologies can prompt better understanding and enhanced the software implementation. If the study is followed the sustainability method in related to implementation, then one may give the last mark for that organization and equal to last level of CMMI.

4 CONCEPTUAL RESEARCH MODEL

The conceptual model is a conceptual model that shows the logical sense behind the relationships among different factors under study [41, 42,43]. Such framework helps in developing the hypothesis as well as understanding the situation. According to Collis and Hussey [44], a theoretical framework would allow the measurement and observation through assigning values to the variables. The gaps found in the literature limited our understanding of the issue discussed in this research. Table 1 presents definition of construct used in this paper.

Based on our theoretical foundation that in the last section was discussed, the research conceptual model for this study is proposed which is shown in Figure. 1. As can be seen, it shows the how the CMMI levels model is working equivalent to the SDLC approach and shows the circle values for each stage.
5 METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this study is to identify and propose the sustainable SDLC process in Malaysian based on current theoretical studies such as [5, 13, 7] and so on. Regarding this issue, this study is used two methods to access the goal. In first step is used Standard Software development process method which is Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) to institutionalization the model as discussed earlier. The next step is used survey sample population method in order to deeply identify and investigated the Sustainable SDLC process.

In the current study, the researcher used a survey method in order to collect data from the participants of the study [45,46,47]. The questionnaire content was established by referring to different theoretical findings and adapting several existing surveys which emphasize on the SDLC processes. To this aim the questionnaire which has been adapted from several sources has been used [36, 10] and so on. The convince sampling used to collect data from 102 participants in a period of three month. For analyzing the findings SPSS software version 20 has been used and descriptive statistics. Table 1 presents the objectives and sources for each question which is consists of 20 questions.

Table 1: Objective and Sources for Each Question

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases</th>
<th>Practices</th>
<th>Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requirement</td>
<td>Collect requirements through electronic means</td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consider software Durability</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide power down capability</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feasibility studies must assess the impact of the project on the environment</td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Designs must include specific measures and practices that relate to environments</td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Start designing with simple initial design</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using fewer hardware</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use of virtualized systems</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avoid frequent changes</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding</td>
<td>Implementing pair programming (two programmers working together)</td>
<td>[40, 45, 10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The focus should shift to writing energy efficient codes that minimize the use of system resources.</td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Do not use duplicated code</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use automatic code generation</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>The system resource usage metrics need to be added to the list of test cases that need to be passed</td>
<td>[36, 10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use Automatic Testing</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Should concern reuse test</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Auditing and reporting the organization’s energy consumption and savings</td>
<td>[31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modifying supply chain,</td>
<td>[31]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
production activities and organization flow
Creating more efficient business operators, buildings and system
Helping the decision-making process by analyzing modeling, and simulating of environmental impacts that may occur

6 ANALYSIS OF SUSTAINABLE SDLC MODEL

This section basically focuses on the sustainable software development life cycle (SDLC) and each step of them such as Requirement, Design, Coding, testing and Implementation process. It was answered by the respondents who had previous knowledge in it.

Most of the questions in this section relates to the software practitioners’ perception on the importance and most consider of each phase of SDLC process in providing sustainable software view, in addition their knowledge, familiarity and experience with this approach.

This segment is essential in order to providing an understanding on the important of sustainable that have influence on software development life cycle of software.

A sum of 102 surveys are usable for this research, which is adequate based on [49, 50]. Distinctive methods are utilized to collect the data, in particular Manual or face-to-face gatherings, mail postages and online overview. Face-to-face meeting was utilized to guarantee that the respondents obviously understand each question and answer them appropriately. Besides, if they have doubts on any question, they can quickly ask for clarification. Although, the majority of the respondents liked to answer the survey by mail postage or online rather than face-to-face. In this manner, an online survey was made by utilizing the google docs and the connection was messaged to the corresponding respondents who consented to take an interest in the survey.

The survey was posted for three months in the Internet within December 2016 till February 2017. The response rate is higher compared to the face-to-face meeting via using this progressively popular method of data collection, and also reduced the cost and might be done faster.

More than one month was apportioned for the respondents to give back the surveys. Updates were sent to the ones who neglected to do as well. Unlikely, there were 28 unreturned surveys, while 18 were rejected because of incomplete replies. Table 3 is showed the outline of the respondents for this study and based on it, the response rate was high with (69%) participation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of respondents seeking to participate</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online respondents</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unreturned Surveys</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual or Face-to-face respondents</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mail postage respondents</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete survey</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total usable</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The respondents were further inquired about the SDLC practices that need to be performed in order to produce high green software. Survey was categorized by Requirement, Design, Coding, testing and Implementation process. The mean value for each practice is obtained from the analysis, as it represents the most selected answers in average. The 5-point numerical scale was used for these questions, which ranges from Not Important to Most Important. The scale is then mapped to equal intervals, by using SPSS Analysis. This scale was then mapped to equal intervals. The interval ranges are calculated by using the following formula [51]:

\[
\text{Interval ranges} = \frac{(n-1)}{n}. \tag{1}
\]

Where \( n \) is the maximum number in the used scale, which is to equal 5. Thus, the interval size of the consideration level between one through seven is 0.8, as the interval values are depicted in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of Importance (DI)</th>
<th>Interval Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not Important (NI)</td>
<td>1.00 – 1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less Important (LI)</td>
<td>1.81 – 2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural (N)</td>
<td>2.61 – 3.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important (I)</td>
<td>3.41 – 4.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most Important (MI)</td>
<td>4.21 – 5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 shows the mean values obtained by the important green practices in each phase of the SDLC processes. Results from the study show that mostly these SDLC processes obtained high
consideration among the respondents, whereby the mean values are in the range of Important to Most Important.

\textit{Table 4: The SDLC Practices Values}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases</th>
<th>Practices</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requirement</td>
<td>Collect requirements through electronic means</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consider software Durability</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide power down capability</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feasibility studies must assess the impact of the project on the environment</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Designs must include specific measures and practices that relate to environments</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Start designing with simple initial design</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using fewer hardware</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use of virtualized systems</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avoid frequent changes</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding</td>
<td>Implementing pair programming (two programmers working together)</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The focus should shift to writing energy efficient codes that minimize the use of system resources.</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Do not use duplicated code</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use automatic code generation</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>The system resource usage metrics need to be added to the list of test cases that need to be passed</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use Automatic Testing</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Should concern reuse test</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>Auditing and reporting the organization’s energy consumption and savings</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modifying supply chain, production activities and organization flow</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Creating more efficient business operators, buildings and system</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Helping the decision-making process by analyzing modeling, and simulating of environmental impacts that may occur</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>MI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also, as can be seen in Figure 2, the respondents were then asked about the frequency of the SDLC being practiced in their organizations. As can be seen in Figure 4.6, the results demonstrate majority of origination none or few time used of the SDLC that principles were used ‘Not Apply’ and ‘Seldom Apply’ by the respondents. Nevertheless, minority of the principles were implemented that the respondents performed ‘Totally Apply’.

The Green and Sustainable SDLC Model tries to correct the distinctive stage of Software development based on the Standard Software development process which is CMMI, by presenting an arrangement of recommendations that can be followed in each of the stages.

Based on our current review paper Raisian et al. [5] and last section, the Figure 2 shows how to implement the sustainability in SDLC phases in software engineering. Depending up on the implementation one will consider the Green and Sustainability rating of the company.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Nowadays the science of software is a significant component in a society advancing technological. Up to now several relationships between Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and Sustainable Development (SD) are published. Based on latest research and specially our review research which was current challenges of green and sustainable software engineering, a few studies have been resulted on the development phase of sustainable software. So, the purpose of this research was to investigate the significance of sustainable software development life cycle process and green software engineering and applied model. In addition, the study tries to answer how and which standard software development methodology can be suitable to accomplish the Green and sustainability in software SDLC Process. Based on the goals, the study firstly is used Standard Software development process method which is Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) to institutionalization the model. Next, the research is used survey sample population is selected equal with 102 responders that is Non-probability or not randomly obtained from international software organizations in Malaysia to identify main stages of the Green Software Development Life Cycle and finally is investigated based on that. In future research directions regarding to green and sustainable software, we need to concern and provide critical sustainable measurements and getting values for each stage and the process of SDLC.
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